
The Contracting Game

This document describes  The Contracting Game, a pilot six-week curriculum developed by Ian Ford for 
trial offering at Powderhouse Community School in Sommerville, MA April through June 1993.

Course description
Over the course of six weeks, students will carry out various kinds of work on a contractual basis. Students 

will  be responsible for  organizing into groups and competing against  other groups for a limited number of 
projects.  They will  write  proposals  that  aim to get  the  contracts.  The  teacher,  who acts  as the contracting 
agency,  may  award  multiple  contracts  for  the  same  work  or  no  contracts  at  all  for  a  particular  project, 
depending both on the quality of the proposals and the available budget. Student groups then carry out the work 
by their own design and initiative, and write a final report. If the work meets the initially stated objectives, the 
students receive compensation for any financial expenses including modest salaries.

Funding
Facilities  are  at  Powderhouse  Community  School.  Ian Ford  will  work  as  a  volunteer.  Funds  to  cover 

expenses incurred by students up to a maximum of $5 per participating student or a total of $150 (maximum of 
30 students) will be provided by the Somerville PTA through the school office. 

Time offered

The Contracting Game will be offered Mondays 1:30 to 2:15 in one of the 7th grade rooms. This time is 
normally study time with some exceptions. On one out of three Tuesdays there is a conflict with the schedule of 
one of the five seventh grade classes. In these instances, those students will not come to the class, but will find 
out from others in their group what happened. They will be responsible for the information presented in the 
missed class.

The weekly meetings are for lectures and discussion only. The contract work must be done on students’ 
own time.

Participants

Participation will be optional and open to all 7th graders. It should be self-selecting; it is not expected that 
too many students  will  opt  for  the  course  at  one  time.  (In fact  it  could  fail  to  attract  any students  if  not  
positively introduced, and depending on the alternative uses of the students’ time. An exciting announcement 
should me made to the whole class several days prior to the first course meeting, and they should be actively 
encouraged to try it out. See introduction document below.)

Success and evaluations
Success: Those completing the course and fulfilling the contract obligations will win the game: they will 

receive a modest financial profit and a certificate of recognition, plus in some cases the tangible results of their 
work. All those participating whether completing or not will learn something. (see below)

Student evaluations: Each group of students pursuing a contract together will receive a written evaluation 
of the work performed up through the sixth week and a verbal addition to the evaluation for any changes made 
in the seventh and final week. In the evaulation, no mention will be made of their behavior, what they learned 
or should have learned, how it could have been done better, or any other non-contractual obligation. Only the 
contract work statement will be addressed in the evaluation of the student.
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Course  evaulations: Students  will  fill  out  a  course  evaluation  questionnaire  during the  final  meeting. 
These will be required before their invoices are paid.

What students will learn
The  Contracting  Game  rewards  creativity,  initiative,  leadership,  effective  group  work,  and 

analytic/academic skills in general. It does not particularly reward attention-seeking or memorization. In order 
to win the game, it is necessary to creatively find a way to solve some problem while following very specific 
and reasonable deadlines and rules, rather than blindly responding to seemlingly arbitrary assignments, as can 
be the case with standard curricula. Because the game rewards these positive behaviors, it will also affirm the 
students’ emerging identity more deeply than will approaches that focus on strictly testable skills.

The Contracting Game teaches discipline in two important ways. First, one’s success in the game depends 
on the  ability to  understand  and  adapt  to  externally  imposed  goals  and limitations.  Second,  one’s  success 
depends on internal motivation and the ability to internalize knowledge. The disciplined student is sensitive to 
the  environment  and  deals  with  it  in  directed  actions;  he  does  not  wander;  he  does  not  require  constant 
supervision to stay on track. Whether the student fully succeeds in her contract or not, she will learn which of 
her qualities enabled or prevented her from doing so, and she will infer the need for discipline.

Many  academic  areas  are  part  of  this  curriculum,  most  notably  economics,  government,  sociology, 
accounting, and writing. The individual projects may also draw on engineering, art, math, statistics, history, and 
other areas.

Some specific basic skills that this game offers include resolution of ambiguity, following directions, non-
disruption of group activity, project completion, saving and sorting papers, adding, comprehension and use of 
the outline form, meeting deadlines, use of resource books, identifying and approaching knowledgable people, 
and purchasing materials.

Among the items of specific knowledge that  participants  will  be exposed to, if  nothing more than at a 
rudimentary  level,  are:  what  are  contracts  and  how they  work,  governmentese,  proposals,  formal  reports, 
invoices, and payroll and AP-accounting. They will be exposed to both the formal contracting procedure and 
some common secondary adjustments that occur in the government/corporate contracting system.

Through  new  skills,  exposure  to  new  information,  and  concrete  practice  in  an  unusual  learning 
environment,  the  game  may  advance  students’  thinking  on  abstract  moral  topics  such  as  fairness  and 
responsibility.

The moral sensitivity and awareness of the system by which most work in this country takes place will 
make participants in this game more qualified to take part in that system later in life.

Financial notes
The Contracting Game uses real money. This is an integral part of the educational goal of the curriculum. 

The projects and their outcomes are important; they are not just academic demonstrations.

There  is  competitive  bidding  for  a  limited  amount  of  money,  although there  can  be  multiple  contract 
awards. The teacher will decide on how many awards to grant for each project based on the quality of the 
proposals.

The game is intended to be non-profit, although the contractor teams can include payroll as an expense. 
There  will  be no speculative investments,  distributions,  or any financial  activity other than proven project-
related expenses. All costs must be reported and proven with receipts in order to be reimbursed, and the amout 
paid will not exceed the agreed cost as stated in the written contract. Any necessary and legitimate changes in 
the contract budget can be verbally approved by the teacher, so long as they do not cause the total contract 
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award  to  surpass  the  ceiling of  the  individual  project,  and they do  not  cause  the  total  class  budget  to  be 
exceeded. Individual project expense ceilings are listed with the project descriptions (RFPs). 

If a person is listed on the contract as a team member and the contract work is successfully completed by 
the team, she is entitled to the salary promised her on the contract regardless of what work she actually does as 
an individual. In other words, a small team is not allowed to pad their payroll with names of unrelated persons 
and then collect the extra salaries for themselves.

Teams that submit a final report late forfeit all payroll expenses. If it is on time but the format is incorrect 
and must be revised, it counts as late.

Subcontracting is not included in the total payroll expense, so it is one way to get more labor dollars than 
the payroll  cap allows.  However, subcontracting expenses  are subject  to successful  completion of the final 
report just like payroll expenses.

Future of this curriculum
This  is  a pilot  project.  This  curriculum document  may be updated in response to the pilot  project  and 

subsequently made available to other educators for their use.
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Week-by-week plan

Week 1
lecture: the contracting game
rules of the game

• For all class meetings, no interruptions are allowed. Any student who is disruptive must leave the 
room for the remainder of the lecture or discussion, although this does not affect their contract 
status.

• explain development phase: RFP, proposal, contract, final report, evaluation

• due dates are important: if you miss them you lose

• explain production phase: for some projects you could extend this game yourself into production 
and profits (eg cookies)

• there is a total of $150, so I'll decide how it is divided (may be multiple contracts; may be less 
money for each contract than requested - if we run out)

rewards of the game
• option of payroll expenses if final report is on time

• some projects benefit the school (your environment)

• you will learn how most work is done in this country

• like a real contractor, you are paid by the public to learn to do something (then you may do it for 
profit)

give out schedule and rules, hints, sources of help
review and questions on handouts or game rules
discuss project options

• you can do more than one project, be on more than one team
form contractor teams

• work well together

• varierty of talents
distribute RFPs
closing

• It is essential to keep things together and remember them next Monday.

• Ambiguitues are part of the game; resolve them.

• proposals must be in the EXACT FORM SPECIFIED next week, no extensions even if you're sick 
or any other reason

free time to work on proposals with help

Week 2
proposal deadline
lecture 1 review if necessary
lecture: contracting reality
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• purpose of lecture - answer: When are contracts used and what are they for?
3 examples of contracting work in real life

• construction (buildings, roads) - pd by property owner or govt to construction firm

• research (medicine, military) - pd by govt or corporation to university or another corporation

• many jobs - pd by employer to consultant, labor union, or individual
examples of work that is NOT on a contract basis 

• unprotected jobs where you can be fired at any time (many jobs eg. retail)

• companies that can support their own research don't rely on government to fund their research, 
therefore no research contracts (eg. electronics, pharmaceudicals)

• government agencies are supported by taxes - eg. NASA
benefits of contracting

• TERMS of the contract are a compromise that protects interests of both sides under all 
circumstances - eg. construction (incomplete, cost overrun); job (tenure, severance pay)

• non-contract work is not protected - eg. 
job in a retail store (worker unprotected); 
private drug research (failures eat profits); 
government agencies (public unprotected because there is no incentive to produce results with 
the tax money)

• mutually beneficial, therefore maintain equal power

• usually payer gets the product, contractor gets the money (but lots of exceptions eg. patents and 
recognition may go to contractor)

isolated versus continuing contracts
• isolated contracts (like ours) are for limited work; contract ends when the work is done

• continuing or renewable contracts are for continuing work like employment (teachers or private 
security guard agency)

phases of a company or university contract
1. PROPOSAL writing: plan how to do the R&D or construction

• proposals are unpaid / why do them? in hopes to get funding (then wait for contract awards)
2. CONTRACT WORK: R&D, make a prototype or unique product

• can be "at cost" which means limited profits (but very large salaries are still considered at cost!)

• low risk work because costs are often guaranteed in advance
3. PRODUCTION: make product in quantity and sell

• production paid for by corporation and profits for corp

• higher risk - depends on the product (eg. paper vs. computers)

• know-how and organzation may have been made possible by contract

• note that the government helps private business this way
role of contracting in USA

• contracts are the framework for a lot of work in this country
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• engineering companies and government make a large network of labor which is controlled by 
contracts - our contracts are on this model

• military-industrial complex is the name for a large part of this

• one of the basic elements of capitalism (they did't have contracts like ours in Russia until recently)
free time to finish proposals with help

Week 3
contract awards
questions on contract documents
lecture: secondary adjustments in contracting

• secondary adjustments are how things really  get done
getting the funds allocated

• contractor can influence the funds allocated_

• convince public that work should be done - eg “Boston really needs a new convention center!” or 
“We shouldn't let Saddam Hussein walk into Kuwait!” results in more Raytheon contracts

• contractor may have more expertise than the payer (government), so they could help write the RFP 
in the contractors favor

winning the award
• a good proposal doesn't usually win the award by itself_

• form a monopoly

• own patents

• the “old boy network” is a small club, favors

• cooperation among competitors - eg. to all bid high

• give stock or cash gift to politicians
getting the most out of a contract

• once you have the contract, find ways to milk it...

• lengthen contract time, eg. intersection on Rte 2A

• guarantee payment (incl profit) even if not successful

• guarantee cost-overruns, eg. $20,000 coffee machine for DOD

• reports written in lengthy governmentese so that no one can prove that you haven't done the work 
well

conclusion
• some of these “adjustments” are outright cheating and some are just the only way to get anything 

done - hard to tell which is which!

• it's easier to cheat the government than a corporation because the government won't go out of 
business

closing
• draft final reports due next week in the EXACT FORM SPECIFIED - if they are good then you can 

be done with it then
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• Trade secrets are to your advantage; keep them secret.

• Your money is your profit or loss, so be careful and save receipts!
free time to work on contract work

Week 4
draft final reports due
in-progress reviews (5-minute meetings with each team)

• remember to save receipts; unproven purchases are your loss

Week 5
in-progress evaluations given out
start production phase for those who wish
discussion 

• what are the lingering problems?

• what is more important: proposals or finals?
closing

• final report must be in the EXACT FORM SPECIFIED next week, no extensions even if you're sick 
or any other reason

free time to work on contract work

Week 6
final report due
course evaluations filled out and returned
final evaluations given orally
certificates of completion handed out
money paid (if time allows for checking receipts)
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Announcing The Contracting Game

The class on the Contracting Game  will be held during study period on Mondays. It is open to any 7th 
grader as an alternative to study period. Participants will:

PLAY A 2-MONTH LONG GAME
EARN MONEY

MAKE FRIENDS
LEARN ABOUT CONTRACTS (and many other things)

DO SOMETHING FOR YOUR SCHOOL
LEARN HOW THIS COUNTRY WORKS

BECOME MORE QUALIFIED FOR MANY JOBS

Here are examples of the contracts that will be awarded:

• Make a poster about an important person
• Compare Dunkin Donuts to Italian Sub-Zero's donuts

• Interview the whole 7th grade about their families
• Record original music

Come and find out how it works!
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The Contracting Game

Schedule
(week 1) Introduction

(week 2) *Proposals due; Contracting in USA

(week 3) Contracts awarded; Secondary adjustments

(week 4) *Draft final reports due; In-progress reviews

(week 5) Evaluations returned

(week 6) *Final reports due; Payments and certificates

*(You write these three things)

Remember these Sources of help:
The Yellow Pages,  Parents,  Friends,  Teachers,   your own creativity

Rule(s)
• Any student who interrupts the class will have to leave for that day.
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Contracting vocabulary
• request for proposal (RPF) - document that says “We need such-and-such work to be done”; respond to the 

document with a proposal

• proposal - document that says “We want to get a contract to do such-and-such work”

• in-progress review - a meeting held during the contract period to find out how things are going

• final report - the report submitted at the end of a contract to say “We are done and this is how we did it”

• statement of work - the part of the contract that says exactly what work needs to be done

• contract - document that says “We agree to do such-and-such work”

• terms (of a contract) - the part of the contract that says exactly what each side agrees to give and take, and 
what to do if certain things happen (for example if the work cannot be completed)

• research and development (R&D) - any work that uses science or engineering to study a problem and gain 
knowledge about it (finding a cure for diabetes is R&D but building a road is not)

• AP-expense - money a company pays for things other than labor; stands for “accounts payable expense”

• payroll expense - money a company pays for labor (wages or salaries)

• invoice (or bill) - document that says “This is how much you owe me”; normally invoices are sent every 
month whenever someone owes money

• wage - money earned for work, usually paid per hour

• salary - money earned for work, usually paid per week

• revenue - total money received before paying expenses

• profit - money received that you keep after paying all expenses
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Request for proposals

Introduction
This request for proposals (RFP) is for a number of projects which are described below. Please respond to 

this request by supplying a proposal containing the following information. The responses must have the same 
numbers and be in the same order as they appear here. A separate proposal is required for each project, on a 
separate sheet of paper.

On the first line of the page, write the word “Proposal” and then include the following information in the 
proposal:

(a) Company or team name.
(b) Name of project.
(c) Team project manager name and telephone number. (will be kept confidential)
(d) Names of each participant including the manager. For each name, include the expected payroll 

expense. Note that the projects have different payroll expense limits.
(e) Expected AP-expenses. For each item you will need to buy, list the name of the item and the 

cost.
(f) Total budget. Add up the payroll and AP expenses and list the total expected expenses here.
(g) Plan of action. Explain briefly how you will complete the project, and emphasize how your 

plan is better than others. Each RFP description says what specific information should go 
here.

Submit the proposal with all of the above information by the deadline in order to be considered for the 
contract award. One or more of the best proposals for each project will be awarded.

The projects are described below.

RFP 1. design for gym reconstruction
Design a plan for seating in the gym. The new seating may use the existing bleachers with additinal seating 

or replace them. The new seating must have enough places for 800 spectators so that the gym could be used for  
an auditorium. The new arrangement must be readily convertible from an auditorium setup to a gym setup.

The  contract  for  this  work  will  be  awarded  to  the  team that  shows  the  greatest  skills  in  design  and 
presentation. Emphasize in your proposal section (g) related experince of team members.

A drawing and/or explanation of the plan should be included with the final report, which shows how the 
capacity for 800 spectators is met.

Maximum total expense (payroll and AP): $15

RFP 2. art project
The contracting agent will supply reproductions of paintings by Georgia O’Keefe (on paper) to the winning 

bidder.  The contractor  shall  make a decorative collage using the reproductions  and hanging it  (place to be 
negotiated). The name “Georgia O’Keefe”, the paintings, and the artists names may appear on the collage, but 
no other images.

The collage must be at least 24 in x 24 in but no larger than 48 in x 48 in and no thicker than 1 in. It must be 
on stiff paper or wood. It must not weigh more than 6 lbs.
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The contract for this work will be awarded to the team that has the most detailed and artistically based plan 
for the work. Emphasize in your proposal section (g) the artistic effect sought and how the materials will be 
used to create the effect.

Maximum total expense (payroll and AP): $15

RFP 3. class statistics
Compile data on the interests and families of at least 30 7th graders in Powderhouse School. The survey 

should consist of one question about the student’s favorite free-time activity and at least one question about 
family information such as the number of people in their family and whether they are the oldest, middle, or 
youngest (or only) child.

In  addition  to  collecting  the  data,  the  contractor  must  summarize  the  data  on  1-2  pages  in  an  easily 
understandable form. If there are any correlations between interests and family (such as “oldest children are 
more interested in sports than youngest children” - means there is a correlation between family position and 
interest in sports) then these should be noted. All the information must be submitted with the final report.

The contract for this work will be awarded to the team that has the most detailed and rational plan for the 
work. List in your proposal section (g) the exact survey questions that will be asked and the correlations that 
you will look for.

Maximum total expense (payroll and AP): $15

RFP 4. school service project of your own design
Decide on a school service project that you think is necessary and complete the project.

The contract for this work will be awarded to the team that has the most convincing argument for the need 
for their project and a clear feasible way to complete the project. Emphasize in your proposal section (g) the 
reason for the project and the plan to complete it.

Maximum total expense (payroll  and AP): $50 for an exceptional proposal.  Projects must be able to be 
completed with $20.

RFP 5. write and record music about Somerville
Write and record music about Somerville. The music may be in any style and use any instuments or voices, 

but must be recorded on a cassette tape, which will be delivered with the final report. The word “Somerville” 
must occur in the text of the piece at least once, but no other words are necessary. Words that are not allowed in 
classes  should not  be in the music.  The recording must  be at  least  30 seconds long but  not  longer than 5 
minutes.

The contract for this work will be awarded to the team that has the most experience in music. State in your 
proposal section (g) the style of music, which instruments will be used, and the level of experience of team 
members.

Maximum total expense (payroll and AP): $15

RFP 6. Donut testing
Compare the quality of the donuts sold at  Dunkin Donuts (any location)  and Italian Sub-zero in Teele 

Square.
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The contract for this work will be awarded to the team that has the most logical and objective plan for 
determining quality of donuts. List in your proposal section (g) the ways that the donuts will be tested and how 
the results will be shown.

Maximum total expense (payroll and AP): $15

RFP 7. bake chocolate chip cookies
Bake chocolate chip cookies according to any recipe. 10 cookies between 2 and 4 inches in diameter will be 

delivered with the final report (or at any earlier time). The contractor may require a larger batch to ensure that  
10 cookies of the proper size will result.

The contract for this work will be awarded to the team that has the greatest demonstrated experience in 
baking. If possible, include the recipe that will be used in your proposal section (g).

Maximum total expense (payroll and AP): $15

RFP 8. hang balloons
Obtain 8 or more balloons, inflate them, tie them in a bunch, and hang them from the center of the ceiling in 

the school library. If there are other things hanging on the ceiling, hang the balloons as close to the center as 
possible without disturbing the other things.

The contract for this work will be awarded to the team that has the safest and most feasible plan for the 
work. No team may use instruments or propose activities not approved by the school office. Emphasize in your 
proposal section (g) the reason why your plan for hanging balloons is safe and effective. The librarian will be 
consulted before woek begins.

Maximum total expense (payroll and AP): $15

RFP 9. demonstrate one million
Find some way to graphically demonstrate  the  concept  of  one million  (1,000,000).  This  could involve 

obtaining one million of some object or by any other means. Multiple means of demonstrating one million 
increase your chances of getting this award.

The result should be displayable on a wall or tabletop. It is acceptable to demonstrate approximately one 
million; of course the contracting team is not expected to count exactly one million objects.

The  contract  for  this  work  will  be  awarded  to  the  team that  has  the  idea  that  is  most  striking  and 
educational,  and who can complete the project  proposed. Emphasize in your  proposal  section (g) how your 
particular plan for demonstrating one million is clearly noticable and effective to an observer.

Maximum total expense (payroll and AP): $15

RFP 10. determine who is best at shooting far baskets
Determine  which  7th grader  is  the  best  at  shooting baskets  from the  3 point  line.  The  test  should  be 

designed so as not to rely on existing opinions. Rather, you should test potential candidates for accurate shots in 
a uniform and unbiased manner. 

The contract for this work will be awarded to the team that has the most rational and unbiased plan for the 
work (in particular a team that does not include good basketball players is advantageous). State in your proposal 
section (g) exactly how you plan to determine who is best at the task.
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Maximum total expense (payroll and AP): $15
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Example Proposal
Proposal

(a) Teddy Bear contractors

(b) RPF 2. art project

(c) Project manager: Betsy Reid, 123-4567

(d) Payroll expenses
Betsy Reid, $3
Douglas Russel, $3
Agatha Romero, $3

(e) AP-expenses
posterboard, $1.99
glue, $1.49
glitter, $1.99

(f) Total budget, $14.47

(g) We plan to cut out the O’Keefe paintings and arrange them by color on the posterboard to 
create a rainbow effect. After we glue the cut-outs in place, we will add glitter. We think this is 
the best way because it will be bright and colorful and it will attract attention.
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Sample Contract

Contract awarded by: Powderhouse Community School (PCS)
Contract awarded to: [ABC Co.] (contractor)
Date awarded: November 26, 2009

Congratulations on this contract award. If the terms of this contract are acceptable, you may sign it and 
begin work.

SECTION 1. Budget
The budget as stated in the proposal is acceptable. You are allowed the following expenses:

The budget as stated in the proposal was not acceptable as is. Some modifications were made as noted 
below. If these terms are not acceptable, do not proceed with work. You are allowed the following expenses:

If there are any unexpected expenses, you must have them approved. All AP-expenses must be proven with 
a receipt before they are paid.

SECTION 2. Statement of work
(d) Write and submit the draft final and final reports as detailed in section 3.

SECTION 3. Reporting requirements
A final report shall be prepared containing the following items in the order shown. On the first line of the 

report, write the words “Final Report” and then include the following information:
(a) Company or team name.
(b) Name of project.
(c) Team project manager name.
(d) Names of each participant including the manager. For each name, include the actual payroll 

expense. 
(e) Actual AP-expenses. For each item purchased, list the name of the item and the actual cost.
(f) Total actual cost. Add up the payroll and AP expenses and list the total expenses here. If any 

expenses are greater than agreed upon in this contract in section 1, note whether the cost 
extensions were approved.

(g) Summary of work. For example, if the results of the work described in section 2 are included 
on attached paper, state here “Work results attached.” If the results of the contractor’s work is 
found in another location, state where the work can be found, so that PCS can verify that the 
work is complete.
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SECTION 4. Financial terms
If the following items are settled and completed before [], the contract completion date, then all budgeted 

expenses will be paid to the contractor at that time.
(a) The work as detailed in section 2 is complete.
(b) The final report is submitted as detailed in section 3.
(c) Receipts for all AP expenses are submitted.
(d) There are no outstanding claims for misuse or breach of contract, or any payroll-related claims.

If any of the above is not settled and complete, then expenses will be temporarily withheld. A reasonable 
attempt will be made by PCS to settle any claims or misunderstandings, and if successful, all expenses will be 
paid. If the work is incomplete or the report is not submitted or is late, the contractor will forfeit the right to 
payroll expenses, and only AP-expenses will be paid.

The undersigned hereby agree to the above terms. This contract is for educational purposes only and is 
not a legally binding document.

Ian Ford, PHCS representative date

Team/company project manager date
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Example Final Report
Final Report
(a) Teddy Bear contractors
(b) RPF 2. art project
(c) Betsy Reid
(d) Payroll expenses

Betsy Reid, $2.84
Douglas Russel, $2.84
Agatha Romero, $2.84

(e) AP-expenses
two posterboards, $2.99
glue, $1.49
glitter, $1.99

(f) Total budget, $15.00
The posterboard cost $1 more than planned because we decieded to get a higher quality board. To stay 
under our budget, we reduced each payroll from $3 to $2.84. PCS approved the changes.

(g) The collage was hung in the hall outside Ms. Falkenstein’s room.
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In-progress evaluations
The Contracting Game  is almost over. Here are a few notes on your team to help you finish on time and 

according to the rules.

Remember that you must have receipts to get paid back for AP-expenses (things you buy), and you must get 
the report in on time in order to be paid for payroll expenses (money for you to keep).
Contractor:

Project:

Is the work in-progress? Will it be complete?

Level of organization:

Will the contractor need help writing the final report?

Any other notes:
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Course evaluations
Name:

I was part of the team/company:

Were you satisfied with the way your team worked together? Did you argue a lot or did you get 
things done?

Did you pick the right project manager for your team?

Was the work fun?

Were the classes fun?

List 5 things you learned. (for example, something about writing, the work you did, contracts,...)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

What was the best thing about the game?

Would you do it again?

What specific thing should be changed for next time, if anything?
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Certificate of  Completion
This is to certify that

completed contractual teamwork 
under the rules of The Contracting Game.

This participant has been exposed to the practice of contracting and has shown the 
initiative, creativity, and discipline required to meet contractual obligations for project 

work, formal reporting, and expense accounting.

Ian Ford
references: call [phone number]
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